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For the interesting case of L = O(log n) and y = log n, the time is 0(log3 n) bit steps. Step 1 of each round, the total number of messages orzglnatlng in a specific tnpd or destzned for a specific owtput w at most q, with high probability. Lemma 3.1.3 Let ml, m2j .~~,m~be a set of t messages such that no two messages in this set pick the same color an
Step 2 of a certain round.
The probabdzty that no message in this set is delivered m that round is at most l/21zt. Since there are (2 log n)* ways of choosing the edges el, ez, et on the paths P1, P2, ..., P, respectively, the net probability that all messages ml, . .~, mt fail to reach their destination is at most for a sufficient l} large value of 3. 
We use the trivial upper bound of 1 for all P,, i > m/2Q. Now, using Equations 1 and 2, we obtain 's ('-a'~)m''"~ex+ omen"+""+"
where a is a constant depending only on Q.
Lemma 3.2.4
Given an arbitrary set of messages, the probability that these messages do not colhde is at most {~Q +2L exp -IX nQ+l log log n }
Proofi
We partition the truncated sub-butterfly into L/ log n strips, where n = log n. The jth strip consists of all nodes at levels j log n through to (j + 1) log n. 
